
King’s Cross Development Forum 

Meeting 7:00 p.m. 30 September 2015 

Committee Room 1, Camden Town Hall, Judd Street, London WC1H 9JE 

1                      Attendance 

1.1                   Present 

Zannthie Bennett, Siân Berry, Andrew Bosi, Del Brenner, John Chamberlain, Hayley Harding, Maria 

Hughes, Roger Hughes, Jean James, Philip James, Ivor Kamlish, Deklan Kilfeather, Jasmine King, 

Ernie Lew, Peter McGinty, Robert Milne, Tobia Newland, Vijya Patel, Geoffrey Roper, Ian 

Shacklock, Norman Sheppard, Alex Smith, Christian Spencer-Davies, Lucy Tammam, Lisa Tang,  

Herman Tribelnig, Malcolm Tucker, Ben Williams and Chris Yang 

1.2                   Apologies 

Raphael Andrews, Hely Evans, Jim Humphris, Diana Shelley and Una Sapietis  

2                   Previous meeting 

2.1                   Notes 

The notes for the meeting of 8 July 2015 had been circulated and posted on the website and were 

formally approved. 

2.2                   Matters arising 

Nothing was discussed. 

3                       Developments 

3.1  Camley Street Bridge 

Ben Addy, of Moxon Architects, made a presentation on the plans for the Camley Street Bridge. The 

aim was quite deliberately not to produce something that said “Look at me, I’m clever” but instead to 

find well-detailed solutions to the technical difficulties. One of these was that highway regulations 

(applicable to all structures intended for public use) required a gradient of no more than 1:21, which 

called for a length of 112 metres to provide enough clearance. This dictated that the ramp to the 

bridge wrap around the edge of the Natural Park, skirting it as far as possible. 

The chosen structure is that of a “through trough girder”, in which the side walls form the structural 

members. This is a fairly common structure for railway bridges and foot bridges, and the intention is 

to keep the “rough and ready” aesthetic of other bridges over the Regent’s Canal. Ribs prevent 

torsion; they are arranged to be parallel to the towpath and to be vertical to show how the bridge level 

rises, with the beam fitting the bending moment. Dampers prevent oscillations at the natural 

frequency. A point of comparison is the Greenwich Reach Bridge, the swing foot bridge over 

Deptford Creek. 

The handrail is stainless steel on the bridge but timber on the ramp, with waymarking lighting 

integrated into it. The lighting is contained within the parapet and switched off when the bridge is 



closed; this is currently planned to happen at night (according to a schedule that people are finding 

difficult to remember), though various people would prefer the bridge to be open all the time..  

There is planting around the ramp that  is designed to deter attempts to climb over into the Natural 

Park or the Cruising Club. The planting around the abutment in the Natural Park uses gabions that can 

provide cover for bats, but bat boxes are also envisaged.   

In answer to questions Ben Addy explained that: 

 Sustrans and others say that spaces shared by pedestrians and cyclists should be at least 3 

metres wide. This one is 3.5 metres wide. 

 Signs at both ends state that pedestrians have precedence.  

 Cyclists will need to turn right at the bottom of the ramp, so they should not just dash on to 

Camley Street. 

 The surface is to be resin-bonded aggregate, which will not clank (unlike the Millenium 

Bridge).  

 Drainage is to use gullies leading to an attenuation tank; as the site surface is impermeable 

clay. 

 The bridge will be built off-site in three or four pieces that will be connected together on the 

site for opening in 2017.  

 The site is to be cleaned up after use, though part of it will be left empty for the Natural Park 

to provide a new visitor centre or extra trees. 

The point was also made that 101 Camley and 103 Camley Street both had footings for bridging the 

Regent’s Canal, there needs to be an overall plan, which is not currently apparent.  

4  Design and Access Forum 

Nothing was reported. 

5                       Construction Impact Group 

Nothing was reported. 

6                       Operations 

6.1  Housing 

Robert Evans, of Argent, explained the Argent view of the decisions taken by Camden Council and 

Argent to decrease the provision of social housing and increase the provision of expensive housing. 

The Section 106 Agreement (and, before that, the heads of terms on which it was based) stated that 

Argent could recover the development costs (but not the land and infrastructure costs) due to the 

provision of public housing. Since the signing of the Section 106 agreement the ability of Argent to 

recover those costs has been affected in the following ways: 

 Subsidies to housing associations have been drastically reduced. The affordable housing had 

to be provided only if a housing association could afford to take it over. The reductions in 



subsidies prevented housing associations from doing this. Argent believe that for the 

remaining social housing a housing association might pay £23.57 million (before adjustment 

to include any subsidies).  

 Development costs have risen. They were tied to an index in the Section 106 agreement (but 

should have been tied to a different index, from the current perspective of Argent). Argent 

believe that for the remaining social housing the development costs would be £48.80 million 

The government wanted “affordable” [higher] rents, not social rents. The Camden Council priorities 

were to keep the family social rented housing first and to kepp the other social rented hosing second. 

Faced with this, Argent dropped the key worker rented studios (which it felt constituted poor products 

anyway) and dropped the home buy units (so that their subsidies from Argent could be transferred to 

other products). 

In answer to questions from Siân Berry and others, Robert Evans noted that: 

 Argent had spoken to housing associations about the prices that Argent suggested. They liked 

some of the prices (including those for shared ownership) but not all the prices. They did not 

want to have their information shared with Camden Council, which relied primarily on its 

own information.  

 Argent thought that housing associations were now unlikely to take up social housing deals in 

other Section 106 Agreements, as the conditions were so unfavourable.  

 Argent would still be producing social housing, albeit to a smaller extent than originally 

envisaged. The private housing stock would increase owing to the reduction in social housing, 

and some profit made on the extra private housing would subsidise the social housing 

development. 

 Argent was not willing to discuss its overall expected profits from King’s Cross Central or the 

relative magnitudes of those profits and the £25 million gap (between the development costs 

and the unadjusted price for the remaining social housing). 

Phil Jones, the member of the Camden Council executive responsible for housing, had been invited to 

the meeting but had ultimately had to decline because of a competing  engagement, just as he had to 

do at the time of the previous meeting on this subject. 

7  Future meetings 

7.1                   Time and place 

7:00 – 9:00 Wednesday 9 December 2015  

Committee Room 1, Camden Town Hall, Judd Street, London WC1H 9JE 

8  Actions 

Nothing was discussed. 

 


